PRECINCT

Design by ZENITH Design
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The spaces
within
the space
The Precinct Collection is the sum of its
parts; a series of individual elements that
when combined create new working
environments tailored to individual ideas
and needs. The series of lounge modules,
ottomans, screening systems, work and
meeting pods are configurable as ‘spaces
within spaces’. The different modules can
be variably combined for degrees of privacy
or collaboration, while always maintaining
the soft rounded comfort of the domestic
environment. These are mobile spaces where
in the employee can set the tone and
the focus.
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Permanent spatial structure within
workspaces are no longer viable. Instead
space needs to be designed around the
tasks that are to be performed. The Precinct
Collection allows for a range of possibilities
for distributing space without having to
install rigid, unalterable structures.
This adaptability allows your workspace to
be ‘at work’, changing at-pace to employee
needs during a period when those have
never been more in flux.
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Ottomans
Precinct Ottomans complete the picture. The ottoman series allows
each precinct to be as enclosed or open, as formal or informal as
the employee desires. Small and round for a leg rest or coffee perch,
or wide and angular for a collaborative meeting, the ottomans are
available in a wide range of shapes and sizes.
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A self-stabilised upholstered screen, Precinct Divide segments spaces within
the open-plan workspace. Functional as privacy partitioning and shield
from visual distraction or as a mobile wall to create new work environments
seamlessly and impermanently. Precinct Divide is available in four sizes, varying
heights and widths and has a bold cone-shaped supporting base.
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Lounge Modules
Precinct Lounge Modules offer both standalone comfort seating
and, when configured with other collection pieces, a wrap-around
alcove that envelops employees in their individual work or in their
collaborative meeting. Screens can be added to ensure privacy within
a busy environment or to segment and arrange the open-plan space.
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Focus Lounge
Living room or workspace? Precinct Focus Lounge offers a softseating haven within the busy work environment. High screens hug
the lounge to foster concentration for individualised work scenarios
or participation for collaboration and ideation. Precinct Focus Lounge
comes in three sizes that cater to the spectrum of work scenarios,
Focus Solo, Focus Duo and Focus Trio.
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Meet Booth
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Precinct Meet Booth provides a room within
the room. Available in both low and high
screen encasing, the Meet Booth caters to
the full spectrum of workplace modalities.
The low screen option builds a room for
informal catch-ups with colleagues and
vibrant collaboration. High screen creates
an enclave within the bustling workspace for
focused work and private group work.

The D-shaped centre table, designed with the aesthetic
capacity to act as both a casual café table or a work desk,
includes table-top power options. The Precinct Meet Booth is
available in various sizes and heights.
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Pod
Precinct Pod is a modular panel system with the ability to adapt
workspaces for privacy and focus through visual screening.
Precinct Pod can be equipped with power and is available in a
variety of fabrics and worktop finishes. The simple panel system is
available in a range of predefined options with a variety of degrees of
enclosure – Single Open, Single Enclosed LH & RH and Alternate Run
configurations.
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Screens
Precinct Screening Systems provide the
focus of the booth for the individual desk
and workstation. The table and desk-top
privacy solution is offered in a spectrum of
coverage, with single or double-sided fold for
partial or complete enclosure. Lightweight
and reconfigurable, the frameless system sits
flush atop any worktop to create clean and
delineated workspaces.
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The modern workspace exists between two worlds. Between
the comfort of home and the concentration of work,
between formality and informality, between collaboration
and individualisation. With Zenith’s Precinct Collection,
workspaces are capable of creating ‘moments’ that cater to
both modalities.
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ZENITH
Studio

Design

Understanding and collaborating with the client ensures all
outcomes are achieved.
ZENITH’s capacity to research, prototype and test products is an integral
part to their design process. By putting an emphasis on researching
global trends and anticipating the ever-changing climate of technology
in the work environment, ZENITH not only responds to demands in the
market but pioneers and innovate.
With the capability and facilities to manufacture locally, ZENITH products
are exceptionally designed, customised and thoroughly tested for
product suitability and usability to suit individual needs and user
requirements.
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We’ve worked with interior designers, architects and
workplace curators for many years. Together, we’ve
developed a range of internal workspace environments. We
work alongside these curators of modern workspaces to
redefine the environments where people live, work, socialise,
interact and learn.
Contemporary workplaces have to combine leading edge
technology and physical elements in a way that produces
productive environments for organisations. And every
organisation is unique. So before we recommend a solution,
we work hard to understand the organisation and the people
who define its culture.
Our local teams and showrooms deliver the support you need.

Showroom locations
Australia Melbourne, Sydney, Canberra, Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide
New Zealand Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch
Asia Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore, Shenzhen
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zenithinteriors.com
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